represent not only quotation but also invention, and in a chapter that turns from the style or structure of grammar school texts to their content, Cannon examines echoes of texts like the Distichs of Cato and Avianus's Fables in Chaucer, Langland, and Gower.
In his final two chapters, Cannon tries to draw out the wider implications of what has come before. Beginning with the remarkable contention that the proverbial wisdom dispensed by works like the Distichs of Cato was essentially without ethical useful ness, he argues instead that medieval narratives restate nuggets of proverbial wisdom precisely in order to show how often this wisdom fails. They do not impart a new moral lesson, rather they present a proverbial principle that is always already known and yet always violated. Cannon develops this into a way of thinking about how medieval narratives often present banal or conventional moral statements at their narrative climax: this is a particularly sensitive and original discussion. Taking these ideas a step further in his concluding chapter, Cannon explores what it means for a culture to place an intensive, repetitive reading practice at the foundation of elementary education. The book ends with a call to reconsider the place of rereading in the Middle Ages and today, and the kinds of connections such ways of reading might have with ways of feeling.
As with all bold and vigorous arguments, From Literacy to Literature will not persuade every reader. One risk of focusing so intently on formative habits of thought (Pierre Bourdieu, a keen student of Panofsky, seems to have influenced Cannon here) is that the drive to discover an ingrained pattern can pre-determine certain interpretative possibilities. When the Gawain-poet, for example, fails to allude to the familiar texts of the broadly defined grammar curriculum, Cannon's conclu sion is that he must have been trained in a different educational system: some will find this argument circular. Similarly, in making the case for the dominance of the structuring principles encountered in elementary learning, Cannon pushes into the background other forces that may have shaped fourteenth-century English poetry. It would not lessen the interest of Cannon's argument to present the elementary educative experience as one important vector in a complex system that includes (for example) the memorization of liturgical prayers and songs and the influence of many other kinds of text in English, French, and Latin.
It is a successful study that leaves a reader wanting more, and From Literacy to Literature raises a number of interesting questions that suggest areas ripe for further explora tion. As Cannon has himself discussed elsewhere, Middle English poetry does not begin in the late fourteenth century: are the same forces at work in the same way earlier in the period? How far did these forces shape the English poetry composed in French, or literature in other European vernaculars within and beyond the British Isles? More pressingly, a brief but fruitful discussion of one of the fourteenth century's great Middle English prose writers, Julian of Norwich, invites speculation as to how (if at all) women and girls encountered the elementary grammar school cur ricu lum and the diverse institutions that disseminated it. It is to be hoped that these questions will begin to be answered in coming years as commentators discuss medieval educational practice with renewed vigour, stimulated by this thoughtprovoking investigation. Cambridge
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